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COMPANY MILESTONES

China’s first modern factory 

to custom make kitchen

1994

Ranking No.1 both in kitchen 

sales turnover and brand

influence in China

1999

Setting up its USA office in Boston 

and start to explore overseas markets

2003

-Firstly awarded with“ China Top Brand” 

in China’s customized kitchen industry

-118 exporting countries

2007

-Firstly awarded with“ China Well-Known Trademark”

in China’s customized kitchen industry

-1,100+ global showrooms

2009

Becoming Asia’s largest cabinetry 

maker as its Tianjing factory is put

into production

2011

-Owning world’s widest range of customized 

home production lines and able to provide 

whole-house customization

-Set up offices in India, Philippines, Australia,

Kenya and Milan

2014

-4,500+ global showrooms

-10,000+ global projects

2016

-Going public in Shanghai Stock Exchange

-Sales turnover reaching US$1.8 billion

2017

Market value ranking No.1 in China’s 

customized kitchen and living industry

2018

A WORLD WELL-ESTABLISHED BRAND
Founded in 1994, OPPEIN is Asia’s largest cabinetry manufacturer of high quality kitchens, 
living, bedrooms, bathrooms, interior doors and home furnishings.

Tianjin Factory, North China

Wuxi Factory, East China Qingyuan Factory, South China

Chengdu Factory, West South China

In the past 25 years, OPPEIN has established its core competencies in brand influences, 
mass customization and dynamic channel system. We are forging informationization as 
the fourth edge.

Despite its leading role in Chinese market, OPPEIN is exploiting international markets 
mainly in the forms of project and  franchiser. We have business in 128 countries and 
regions now.

We achieve this through our unceasing striving for perfection, and the passion to satisfy 
individual needs of home décor.

Our vision is to make OPPEIN a modern, innovative company respected and loved by the 
people, held in the highest esteem in China, and emulated around the world.

We deliver what we promise, and will make no compromise to offer premium products 
and services to our customers.



PLCC17060

KITCHEN 

MODERN

LAFITE features its combination of glass doors and 

one-piece stainless steel worktop, plus the aligned 

lines, representing a currently trendy minimalist style.

LAFITE // GLASS FRONTS

Transparent glass doors and the built-in ambient 

lights provide full visibility to storage and create 

moods. Wall units enlarge visual horizon and expand 

storage space, and open cabinets under wall units 

are ideal space for easily accessible articles.

Seamless one-piece stainless steel worktop is 

concise and represents state of the art crafts-

manship.
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Modern Kitchen Cabinets

OP16-117

Mulsanne

KITCHEN KITCHEN 

PLCC18027

Saipan
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PLCC18005 Moma

PLCC17071PLCC17058

Remington



Characterized by its generosity and clarity, this elegant kitchen 

demonstrates its fine detailing, such as recessed door, glass fronts, 

echoing vertical and horizontal planning.

The transition from kitchen to living space is smooth, and it reflects 

a universal trend in architecture.

TRANSITIONAL
PASTA  // PVC FRONTS

KITCHEN 
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PLCC17049



Transitional Kitchen Cabinets

PLCC17056 A project in Russia PLCC17059_VAR

Philippe

KITCHEN KITCHEN 
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PLCC18086 PLCC19028 PLCC17059

Harvest



OP17-PVC04

KITCHEN 

Blue fronts gives it trendy appeal. It can look well in country, classic 

and even temporary setting.

The silver knobs and cup pulls echo with the white shelf, allowing for 

a fresh flavor.

SHAKER 

It represents simplicity, utility and honesty.

MUSSEL
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Shaker Kitchen Cabinets

OP17-L08

OP17-PVC04

KITCHEN KITCHEN 
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OP17-L09

Christine



OP12-1076

OP16-120B

KITCHEN 

TRADITIONAL

Traditional style has a formal and elegant looks of American and 

European classical art and aesthetics. It generally features fine 

detailing, such as crowning molding, fluting, corbels and other 

ornamentation and decorative trims. Its door is always natural 

solid wood, for example, maple, cherry, birch, walnut, ash and 

alder. The door styles can be raised, recessed or arch pattern.

WINDSOR
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Traditional Kitchen Cabinets

KITCHEN KITCHEN 

PLCC19101 OP15-S01

PLCC19102 PLCC18079
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WARDROBE

Dark oak interplays with off-white color. Aligned pull-out shelves are tailored 

to offer adequate space for personal folded shirts. Two-level hanging rods 

allow more hanging space.

Modern Walk-in, Clean and Attractive

Modern Walk-in, Clean and Attractive

WARDROBE

18
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WARDROBE

A transitional bedroom is a mix of  traditional and contemporary style. 

It is favored by people who pursue both splendor and simplicity in 

their bedroom.

Transitional walk-in, warm and casual

WARDROBE

A traditional walk in gives a soothing personal sanctuary, and elevate 

the appeal of your living room interior.

Traditional walk-in, luxury and sensational 

20
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WARDROBE

Modern hinged doors, neat and calming
Modern hinged wardrobe easily delivers a sober look but also attracts 

enters’ attention with its good design.
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This lacquered wardrobe is minimalist. It features simple vertical lines 

and piano-key shape  handles.

WARDROBE

Camino

Modern sliding doors, built in and neat looks
Sliding door wardrobes are often built-in, and they do not stick out when open, 

leaving you more space. Another benefit is, sliding doors hide all your storage and 

allow a more orderly looks.



Modern Walk-ins

Ferragamo Princeton

Transitional Walk-ins

Traditional Walk-ins

WARDROBE WARDROBE

Eiffel

YJ0351603 Modern Time

Carlton

Duke YG21436
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YG11213

New Charming



Sliding Doors

TM01506

Chloe

Hinged Doors

Piaget 

WARDROBE WARDROBE

YP0511604

Russell

Eiffel

YJ0511601
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Wind Mino



Create a Comfortable Relaxing Bedroom

Custom Make Your Beds & Nightstands to Fit for Your Style and Size

BEDROOMS

Hard to find a proper standard bed, or want your bed to be more 

harmonious with the interior. We can custom make it.

Maximize Your Bedroom by Built-ins

Want to add a small reading or leisure area in your bedroom? Adding a 

window built-in or utilizing awkward space. Let us help you.

One-Stop Purchase Bedroom Furnishings

Tired of purchasing from one supplier to another? 

Get all home furnishings from OPPEIN. For bedroom, we offer high-

quality standard beds, counches, ergonomical mattresses and pillows, 

in different material and styles.

A Modern Bedroom-Graceful and Lasting

28
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BEDROOM



BEDROOMBEDROOM

A successful transitional design is achieved by seamlessly combining a mix of 
modern and traditional. Bedroom furniture plays a key in shaping this style.

Transitional Bedroom-Mix Contemporary Lines 
With Traditional Features

Traditional bedroom offers timeless elegance and beauty. 
Its material is often solid wood and wood veneer with 
dedicated detailings of classical European and American 
aesthetics, such as crown moldings and carvings.

Traditional
graceful and lasting 

 bedroom, 

Meanwhile, a perfectly engraved bedposts with stunning 
craftsmanship look extremely superb in your bedroom 
and bring a royal feeling.

A project in Nairobi, Kenya

Carlton

Neutral Built-ins with Details 

It is mainly in neutral colors, with raised doors and detailings, 
such as crown molding, but not as complicated as traditional one.

Upholstered Bed & Textile

It lends a sense of layering and help the room pop. The tactile appeal fits right 
in and brings sleek elegance to this style.

Bedroom Furnishings

They have crisp profiles and straightforward style . Gentle curves and rigid lines 
feed off each other to create energy. 

San Carlo
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BEDROOM

BEDROOM GALLERY

Earl

New charm Preston

Milano Noke Lamia

Davit

Mole World OP16-Villa02, a villa project in North America

A house project in North America A villa project in Ghana

Built Up A Place for Kid’s Dreams
A kid room is more than just a place to sleep. It is a place to play,

read, do schoolwork and daydream. Below elements will be taken

into considertion when we customize a kid room.

Use lively and bright colors to encourage interests

Consider effective, ergonimical and safe storage solutions.

Consider multiple siblings, ages, and  varying style and tastes.

BEDROOM

Milano
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LIVING 
ROOM

Decorate A Comfy and Welcoming Living Room
A Living room is used for family gathering and guests entertaining. It normally 

consists of couches, sofas, tables, chairs, sideboard, TV cabinets, storage 

cabinets and bookcases.

LIVING 
ROOM

LIVING ROOM GALLERY

OP16-HS01, a project in Australian

OP16-Villa01, a project in Australian

Ferragamo

OP16-Villa02,

Milano TV0481602

Paris Spring

Moore Garden

OP16-HS0210, a project in Pakistan OP15-HS9

New charming

OP16-Villa02,a villa project in North America a villa project in North America

Customize Your Living Room Furniture to Reflect Your Personality

In order to achieve a living room that reflects your tastes, you can customize your 

living room with the help of our professional designers. Choosing standard furniture 

may be time-saving. However, standard furniture has its shortcomings in its rigid 

looks and poor space utilization.

One-Stop Choose Your Living Room furnishings to Get A Harmonious Look

Do not forget to choose our high-quality home furnishings, which perfectly coordinate 

with our custom-made furniture, in different styles and at an affordable price.

34
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HOME 
OFFICE

Home office should be a refreshing and inspiring space to work in. It should be organized in a way to 
fit your personality and provide a calming atmosphere.

Here we have some ideas for your home office style that you may get some inspirations.

OP16-Villa01, a project in Australia OP16-Villa02, a project in North America

Customize a spiritual retreat for thinkers

OP16-HS0210, a project in Pakistan

HOME 
OFFICE

Euro-style

SG0491622

Milano

OP16-HS03
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If space is enough, a separate reading room with bookshelves and desk 

is welcome. Even if you have a narrow space, nook can also be well 

designed to be a comfortable reading room.

Corner or window space is a good place to make a built-in reading place.

OP16-Villa03, a project in Ghana

Grow up and knowledgeably with time

READING 
ROOM

Milano

Paris Spring

MUDROOM

As the primary entrance of home, mudroom is a useful addition 

as it helps to keep the house clean. A built-in mudroom has ample 

hooks and racks for damp and wet clothing, as well as racks or 

cubbies for shoes. In addition, a bench allow people to sit on while 

they remove their shoes is necessary. More importantly, custom

cabinets are indispensable for family handy storage.

Say no to messes and hastes

MilanoFerragamoMoore Garden
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HALLWAY

An empty hallway is dull and a waste. 

Actually, there are many creative built-in 

ideas for hallway space. Such as built-in 

bench, shelves, cabinets. The built-ins 

not only adorn hallways, but also bring 

functions. 

The design of hallways, corridors and entryways sometimes requires even more effort than designing living rooms.

 

XG21421 XG61444

OP16-Villa01 Oppein_P2012-0312-053116 CG11119A
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Add extra and easily-accessible storage

FIREPLACE

Design your fireplaces functionally and harmoniously
Depending on the overall interior style, fireplace enclosures can be complicated, less complicated or minimalism. 

They can be accented properly by crown moldings, decorative posts, carvings and other decorative elements, 

bringing traditional or transitional implication. Beside the fireplace, customized storage cabinets, hutches or 

shelvings can store your articles with easy access while you sit on sofas.

Milano

Ferragamo

Moore Garden



UNDER 
STAIR AREA

Banquettes not only provide seating to a kitchen, but they can also make 

fully use of your kitchen nooks and creates a relaxing dinning area. 

There are many creative ways to make use 

of space under the stairs. We can design 

drawers, cabinet, closets, shelving, wine 

racks, or even desk and seating benches 

to fit under stairs.

Under Stair Pull Out

Generally banquettes are near windows, which allow enough vision and 

brightness. Herein we gather a collection of the most popular styles to 

give you how a banquette can add extra seating space, storage, and style 

to your space.

DINING
AREA

42
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Customize a dinning area

Make full use of 
the awkard space

Stairs home office

Milano

OP-D01 New Charming Moore Garden

OP16-Villa01 OP15-Villa01OP16-HS02



BATHROOM
Bathroom should be a personal retreat, a blend of practicality and aesthetics 

that suits your needs. We have three styles of bathroom. All of them have 

distinctive differences in colors, fixtures and fine details. 

Traditional style, comprising of natural colors, is elegant and provides warmth 

and grace. You may feel outdated in it. 

Contemporary style is minimalist. It is clean, sleek and uncluttered. White 

and black are the most commonly colors. Transitional style is a balance 

between both and more compatible to different ages.

BATHROOM

44
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BATHROOM

MODERN

Camino

Gray Pine

Golden Time

PCWY19001



TRANSITIONAL

46
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BATHROOM

Ferragamo

OP16-Villa06

BATHROOM

TRADITIONAL

Baroque Impression

OP16-Villa04

OP16-Villa07



BATHROOM

BATHROOM GALLERY

OP16-HS01

OP17-029

OP12-P27-120, high gloss

OP16-Villa01Thyracont
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BATHROOM

WY 16-L02, high glossN

WYN16-M04, melamine WY 16-M06, melamineN

WY 16-P10, PVCN WY 16-L12, high glossNWY 16-L08, high glossN

Shower Room

OP14-T52 OP26-L31LA-Z OP30-L31RA OP32-D31LA-X

Toilet

OP54-F42AA OP63-L22AA OP82-T41LL OP91-F42AA

OP-W7077OP-W7060R

OP-W7095R

OP-W7083

OP-W3020 OP-W3021

OP-W7066 OP-W7043

OP-W7042

OP-W7091R

Steam Room

BATHROOM GALLERY

OP-W3008 OP-W4003 OP-W4006 OP-W3019

OP-W7061R OP-W7065

OP16-Villa01



BATHROOM

BATHROOM GALLERY
Bathtub

OP-W5915

OP-W5326

OP-W5923 OP-W5077

OP-W5612 OP-W5072 OP-W5071

Faucets

OP-W5916

OP-F1013 OP-F199 OP-F1014 OP-F1023 OP-F1023

Shower Heads

OP-F695 OP-F9018-A OP-F9019-A OP-F9022-A OP-F9023-A OP-H010-X

OP-F1020 OP-F1021 OP-F1026-A OP-F148 OP-F1014-A

50
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LAUNDRY
ROOM

Custom cabinets can be built to house your washer, dryer, baskets, hampers and 

ironing board. It give us a clean place to store our detergents and cleaning supplies. 

Also, you will have enough room to organize your clothes. 

Improve washing and drying efficiency

Paris Spring



Wooden Doors
Doors shall be integrated  with your overall interior style and enhance the beauty of your surroundings.

We have a lot of door patterns to select from, and door material ranges from solid wood, lacquer, PVC, 

melamine or unfinished surface. Meanwhile, we offer different door core choices, including solid wood, 

tubular core, MDF and particle board blocks.

MODERN

WOODEN
DOOR

WOODEN
DOOR

TRANSITIONAL

52
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CLASSICAL



WOODEN
DOOR

WOODEN DOORS GALLERY

MSPD61 MSPD13

MSSD13

MSJD22

YDC008D MSJD60

MSSS02 MSJZ02

MSPD16

MSPD34 LSJD02 MSPD54

MSGS08

54
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WOODEN
DOOR

WALL PANELLINGS

TV Background 1

Sofa Background 1

Hallway Background 1

Stairs Backgound Window Panels 2Window Panels 1

Bed Background 1

Bed Background 2

TV Background 2 TV Background 3

Sofa Background 2

Hallway Background 2

MSPD64

YDA021D

MSPD74

MSGD32MSJD44

MSGD39

MSGD42

YDE027D

MSPD66MSPD15 MSJD66
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HallDining room Living room 

Kitchen

The first floor

Transitional Style
An Elegant Marriage of Modern & Traditional

Located in the Kalorama neightborhood of Washington D.C, this renowned mansion covers 8,200 

square foot(762㎡) With the layout, our designer remodels and visualizes it with a distinctive transitional

style. If you enjoys aspects of modern and traditional styles, then you will love transitional style, because 

it takes the best from both styles.

Introduction

The color palette consists of light colors such as white, blue and accented by a dash of colors from 

furnishings

Colors

Apply dark natural hardwood floor as balance and brings warmth

Floors

Can be all timber, rough iron pieces can be worked in as well.  Pieces that look old and used suit well. 

Furniture lines are simple yet sophisticated, featuring either straight lines or rounded profiles. 

Furniture

TRANSITIONAL
WHOLE HOUSE

Master room 1 Kids room 1

Kids room 2 Master room 2 Bathroom

Basement

Family room

Laundry Pets room

Family room

Pets room

The second floor

Project Code: T-1

TRANSITIONAL
WHOLE HOUSE



Modern Style
Sleek & orderly, Comfortable & Welcoming

This modern second-floor house is one of projects we did in Perth, Australia, totally covering 382 

square meters. Modern interiors are comfortable and welcoming without being cluttered and dark. 

It's a style that is equally appropriate for offices and stores, lofts and homes.

Introduction

Simple, even minimal, such as clean lines, handless flat door panels for kitchen & vanities, flat 

sliding-door for wardrobes.

Shapes

White, black and neutrals are the main colors in modern style interiors. The palette is often punched

up and accented with bright and bold color. Black is often used to ground and define a modern style 

room. Walls are often painted in a basic neutral. 

Colors

smooth, clean, geometric shapes are essential for contemporary style furniture pieces. Upholstered

furniture often wears black, white, or other neutral tones in textured natural fibers. Cover it in a neutral, 

black, or bold fabric. Furniture pieces should be simple and uncluttered, without curves or decoration. 

Sofas, chairs, and ottomans have exposed legs. Beds and chairs usually have no skirt, trim, fringe, or 

tassels.

Furniture

MODERN

WHOLE HOUSE

58
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Kitchen

Size: 235 square meters

Details: one kitchen, one living room, 

four bedrooms, five bathrooms, one 

home office

Living room & Wardrobe & Home office  

Bedroom & Bathroom

Project Code: T-2

TRANSITIONAL
WHOLE HOUSE
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Size: 382 square meters

Details: one kitchen, one living room, 

one dining room, five bedrooms, three 

bathrooms, one family room, one home 

office, one laundry room, one garage, 

one entertainment room, one walk-in

This is a villa with two floors. White is the 

major color of this villa. White furniture can 

make your home bright and roomy. Stay in

white world, you will feel easeful.

Kitchen Guest room

Home office Entertainment roomLiving room 

Laundry GarageBathroom

Master room Bedroom 1

Bedroom 2 Bedroom 3Walk-in Closet 

Bathroom 1 Bathroom 2Retiring room

The first floor The second floor

Project Code: MO-1

MODERN

WHOLE HOUSE

MODERN

WHOLE HOUSE



Size: 95 square meters

Details: one kitchen, one living room, 

one bedroom, one bathroom.

Kitchen

Bedroom

Bedroom Living room Living room 

BathroomBathroomDiningroom

62
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Project Code: MO-2

MODERN

WHOLE HOUSE

MODERN

WHOLE HOUSE



Traditional Style
Reminiscent & Timeless

If you are conservative, you will probably be most comfortable in a traditional style.

Introduction

Rich tones is the key element in traditional interior design. Dark woods like cherry, maple, and mahogany are 

typically used in furniture pieces of this style. These are often carved and lacquered to give them a luxurious, 

elegant feel.

Wood

Wood floors are also considered a standard for this decor, although tile and carpet are often used as well.

Floors

Architectural embellishments are widely used in this type of interior design. These can include elaborate moldings, 

beveled wood paneling, intricate tile, arches and columns.

Accents

Walls are typically painted neutral colors to visually ground the elaborate furnishings. Most furniture in this type 

of room incorporates rich shades of colors like red, blue, and brown. Artwork and accessories often incorporate 

more vibrant colors in a traditionally designed room.

Colors

Bedroom Living room 

BathroomHallwayStairs built-in

Bedroom

Project Code: TR-1
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TRADITIONAL 

WHOLE HOUSE

TRADITIONAL 

WHOLE HOUSE



Classical Style

Classical means it never goes out of time even if time goes by, so it could be a symbol of your home. 

Introduction

Walls are typically neutral colors to visually ground the elaborate furnishings, while such colors may also 

be used for large upholstered pieces. Most furniture of this style incorporates rich shades of colors such 

as brown, red. So the color could be bright or dark tones.

Architectural embellishments are widely used in this style of interior design. This can include elaborate 

moldings, beveled wood paneling and intricate tile and wood floor patterns. Arches, columns and built-in 

cabinetry are also frequent features of this type of design.

Accents

Classical style means it could last, maybe, forever. The furnishing offers timeless elegance and beauty. Its 

material is often solid wood and wood veneer with dedicated detailing of classical aesthetics, such as crown 

moldings and carvings.

Colors

Furniture

Living room Living room 

BathroomWardrobe

The first floor

The second floor

Bedroom

Diningroom

Project Code: CL-1

66
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CLASSICAL 

WHOLE HOUSE

CLASSICAL 

WHOLE HOUSE



Industrial Style

A subset of traditional style, and it’s comfortable and simple. With its raw, utilitarian appeal, industrial style 

gives modern homes a sophisticated edge

Introduction

An industrial color scheme, you probably envision grey, grey and grey, with a little black and white thrown in 

for kicks. And while it's true that the range of colors in this style tends to be narrower than in others. The earth 

tones and neutrals are popular color choices

Industrial design involves the use of metal and wood. It is precisely these materials that combine to create a 

large number of industrial-style furnishings. Many are truly vintage, while others are inspired by old factory 

and laboratory pieces.

Furniture

The dark wood goes well with this style. The wood should be solid thick and not that bright, like brown, black, 

grey and white, and these colors create a post-industrial atmosphere, besides we often see wood and metal 

incorporated into the same industrial piece.

Colors

Wood

INDUSTRIAL

Home office

Living room Living room 

Bathroom

Diningroom

Bedroom

68
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The first floor

Project Code: IN-1

The second floor

WHOLE HOUSE

INDUSTRIAL

WHOLE HOUSE
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BEDS

OS-0116106-1 OS-0217024

OY-55-15035

OS-0218001-2OS-0118010-1

OS-0116101

SOFAS & 
TABLES

OP-017-P02 OP-661B-P01

OP-669B-P04

OB-0318008-1.8-016OP-0318016-2-1.5

OB-0318010-1.8

OP-0318017-1.8

OB-0317016-1.5OC-0318007-1/2 OS-0318007-1-3

Want more ready-to-assembly furniture? please refer it to OPPEIN Furnishing Manual Want more ready-to-assembly furniture? please refer it to OPPEIN Furnishing Manual



Residential Project-USA

Residential Project-Canada

Please visit www.oppeinhome.com for more information

Residential Project-USA

GLOBAL
PROJECTS

GLOBAL
PROJECTS
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24 
Years of 

Experiences

PREMIUM 
QUALITY 5

Star Service

PROJECT
MANAGMENT

Jobsite Service Budgeting

PROJECT SUPPORTS

Jobsite measurement

Budget control proposal

Quality control

Safe shipment

Jobsite installation

5 years warranty

We attribute our project achievements to our strengths in 

products and services:

When you work with us, you will be highly impressed by

our passionate and highly responsible project teams. 

With years of expertises, they are capable of handling any 

complexity or uncertainty that may arise.



GLOBAL
PROJECTS

Residential Project-Australia

Please visit www.oppeinhome.com for more information

Residential Project-Australia

Residential Project-London

GLOBAL
PROJECTS

Residential Project-India

Please visit www.oppeinhome.com for more information

Residential Project-Kenya

Residential Project-Pakistan
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Please visit www.oppeinhome.com for more information

Residential Project-Southeast Asia

Residential Project-Thailand

Residential Project-Cambodia

GLOBAL
PROJECTS

GLOBAL
PROJECTS

Hotel Project-Southeast Asia

Residential Project-India

Please visit www.oppeinhome.com for more information

Residential Project-Middle East 

76
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Please visit www.oppeinhome.com for more information

Residential Project-Jamaica

Residential Project-Nigeria

Residential Project-Russia

GLOBAL
PROJECTS

GLOBAL
SHOWROOMS
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SUPPORT OUR FRANCHISEES

With OPPEIN systematic online and offline training programs, the franchisers can build up a productive team 

in the shortest time. This practical training is planned according to your showroom opening schedule, and it 

covers all aspects that make sure your showroom run smoothly as below:

Complete knowledges of product features and benefits

Product and interior design, software operation  

Maximizing your returns on investment is our priority. We are always behind you to develop viable business 
strategy and tactics, to come up with effective measures, and finally to fulfill sales targets. 

Reseasonable market analysis and business plan
Executable sales target and concrete sale plans
Advertisement allowance and marketing incentives

“We are family, we do best” is our service motto. Once you become our franchiser, you are our family 
members. Our dedicated team will be engaged in your operation, and offer all necessary assistances to 
improve your efficiency and sales:

Discounted samples and standard store identity system
One-on-one quick response  and regular visits
Exclusive design and rendering softwares

Showroom operation and management

Sales and marketing skills 

3D Home Design KD Max Design Video Courses  Building Websites Sales Scripts Knit “10+1”Showroom 
Management System

Measurement, installation and maintenance

Marketing collaterals, kits and tools
Online marketing and social marketing networks
Coordinated sales promotion 

Order tracking and problem shooting

Engagement in showroom performance improvement

Graphic design and local website build-up

Trainings

Sales & Marketing

Services
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Christchurch, New Zealand

Calgary, Canada Reunion, France

Montevideo,Uruguay Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia

Seoul, Korea Caracas, Venezuela

GLOBAL
SHOWROOMS

GLOBAL
SHOWROOMS
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......Upon arrival in Australia, the products were packed safely and we found the directions easy to follow 

during installation. All materials used were exactly what we ordered and being so well designed everything 

fitted and matched perfectly.

Well, 4 years on, our kitchen, wardrobes and vanity units look just as good as we first installed them, thanks to 

OPPEIN quality products and design......

Steven Koukouvas, from Australia

......My kitchen arrived in Australia ready to install and was easily fitted by my builder. It is now is the centre 

piece and heart of my home.

I constantly look at my kitchen, admiring the bespoke finish and fittings that the design and manufacturing 

team at OPPEIN were able to accomplish.

You made my dream kitchen a reality......

Deborah Taylor from Fremantle of West Australia

We are so happy to work with you and your company.

All european company of kitchen visit us , say the quality of your kitchens is very good and compare with 

European standards.Cingratulations !!!!

Deny, Mozambique

Please see attached photos. There are installed furnitures made by OPPEIN in our condo. Looks very nice. 

Yukari took all the photos and ask me to share with you as you might enjoy them.

Kazuko, Japan

TESTIMONIALS

I’m a NZ based in HK but will be heading back to live in New Zealandduring the next 12 months. I have 

purchased property in Wanaka. It is a small but booming town with many new residential construction projects

 underway. A friend recently visited OPPEIN display at the Guangzhou trade fair. He remarked that the quality 

was very good.

Grant Fenton, New Zealand

“From all the horror stories we hear about importing goods from Chinese suppliers, it was indeed with 

apprehension that we decided to import kitchens and cabinets from China for a project we were building. 

OPPEIN was the biggest supplier on our list and we were pleasantly surprised at their huge showroom size, 

production factory and their friendly staff. After the receiving a quotation and workshop drawings from OPPEIN, 

we placed the order. Goods came in a 40ft container, all professionally packaged and labelled. I am happy to 

say that the quality was excellent, no transit damage was evident and installation went like clockwork. We have 

absolutely no hesitation to use OPPEIN again in our future works”

Howe, Melbourne, Australia

See how our customers talk 
about OPPEIN after visiting 
OPPEIN headquarters and 
showroom.   
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